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A computational model of the ribbon synapse
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Abstract

A model of the ribbon synapse was developed to replicate both pre- and postsynaptic functions of this glutamatergic juncture. The presynaptic
portion of the model is rich in anatomical and physiological detail and includes multiple release sites for each ribbon based on anatomical
studies of presynaptic terminals, presynaptic voltage at the terminal, the activation of voltage-gated calcium channels and a calcium-dependent
release mechanism whose rate varies as a function of the calcium concentration that is monitored at two different sites which control both
an ultrafast, docked pool of vesicles and a release ready pool of tethered vesicles. The postsynaptic portion of the program models diffusion
of glutamate and the physiological properties of glutamatergic neurotransmission in target cells. We demonstrate the behavior of the model
using the retinal bipolar cell to ganglion cell ribbon synapse. The model was constrained by the anatomy of salamander bipolar terminals
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ased on the ultrastructure of these synapses and presynaptic contacts were placed onto realistic ganglion cell morphology ac
ange of ribbon synapses (46–138). These inputs could excite the cell in a manner consistent with physiological observations.
s a comprehensive, first-generation attempt to assemble our present understanding of the ribbon synapse into a domain that pe
ur understanding of this important structure. We believe that with minor modifications of this model, it can be fine tuned for oth
ynapses.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The ribbon synapse is a specialized connection between
erve cells characterized by the presence of a unique presy-
aptic structure that has been termed the synaptic ribbon or
ense body. This structure has been found in the presynaptic

erminals of rods, cones and bipolar cells of the vertebrate
etina (Dowling and Boycott, 1966; Kidd, 1962; Sjöstrand,
953, 1958), hair cells of the cochlea and vestibular organ
Smith and Sj̈ostrand, 1961; Wersall et al., 1965), the elec-
roreceptors and lateral line receptors of fish (Hama, 1965;

achtel and Szamier, 1966), pinealocytes (Vollrath and Huss,
973) and several invertebrate neuromuscular junctions (Katz
t al., 1993; Kosaka and Ikeda, 1983).

While the precise dimensions of the ribbon vary both
ithin a cell type within a species as well as across cell

ypes, all ribbons share the fact that synaptic vesicles are
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tethered to the surface of the ribbon. This has led to the
mon interpretation that the ribbon is a specialization for
ocytosis in these cells. In support of this idea is the fin
that the number of vesicles tethered to the dense bo
hair cells is reduced following a depolarizing stimulus
causes release of vesicles (Lenzi et al., 2002). Another in-
teresting commonality for the cell types possessing rib
is that these cells signal changes to the postsynaptic ce
graded potentials and not action potentials. Also, many o
presynaptic proteins related to vesicular fusion at the rib
have been identified. While many of these proteins are sh
with those found at classic CNS active zones, there are
proteins that are unique to ribbon synapses (seeLenzi and von
Gersdorff, 2001; Morgans, 2000for reviews).

The photoreceptors and bipolar cells of the verteb
retina secrete glutamate as their neurotransmitter. Like
secretory synapses, glutamate in these cells is package
single vesicles that are released into the extracellular sp
a calcium-dependent manner. Where conventional syn
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usually have dozens of vesicles in the presynaptic terminal,
bipolar and photoreceptor terminals are associated with thou-
sands of vesicles. Indeed, the giant bipolar terminal of the
goldfish has as many as 1 million vesicles distributed within
a space that contains 10–100 ribbons (von Gersdorff et al.,
1996).

Studies of ribbon synapses using cell capacitance mea-
surements to determine the rate of exocytosis suggest that
high rates of vesicular fusion can be achieved through this
specialized synaptic structure. Rates of thousands of vesi-
cles/s have been reported for synaptic terminals with this
experimental approach. These high rates of vesicular release
are important to appreciate the function of photoreceptors and
bipolar cells, since they generate sustained, analog responses

to light stimulation and maintain neurotransmitter release at
some level throughout the life of the animal.

We have generated a detailed model of a ribbon synapse
that includes the presynaptic and postsynaptic events and
used that model to place multiple synapses on the realistic
morphology of a retinal ganglion cell. The model parame-
ters reported in this study conform to physiological analysis
of miniature postsynaptic excitatory currents and ultrastruc-
tural studies on ribbon synapses in the salamander retina. Our
results suggest that a single ribbon synapse in this species sup-
ports a graded rate of vesicular release with a maximum of
about 600 vesicles/s. Using ribbon synapses with this config-
uration, we find that a relatively small number are required to
provide robust support of postsynaptic currents sufficient to
Fig. 1. A flow diagram of the program e
lements in the ribbon synapse model.
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generate impulse activity in a manner consistent with physi-
ological observations.

We have designed the implementation presented here be
easily extended to other systems so that the anatomical and
physiological differences between ribbon synapses in cells
other than the retinal bipolar cell can be modeled.

1. Methods

1.1. Model overview

Programming of the main simulation model was done
in NEURON (Hines and Carnevale, 1997, 2001) and
the code is available through the ModelDB website
(http://senselab.med.yale.edu/senselab/modeldb). Diffusion
modeling was performed using MCell and visualized using
DReAMM (http://www.mcell.psc.edu). A flow diagram of
the program components and logic is shown inFig. 1. The
variable names used in the program are shown in the ac-
companyingTable 1and each mechanism will be described
below.

1.2. Anatomical parameters
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tic ribbon and two postsynaptic processes each expressing
AMPA receptors on their surface.Fig. 2B provides a cross-
section view of the synapse including a vesicle undergoing
exocytosis and release of glutamate into the synaptic cleft. An
oblique view is displayed inFig. 2C which is used to high-
light the fact that vesicle fusion is believed to occur along
the entire length of the ribbon structure. The fusion sites will
be referred to as release sites for each ribbon and the en-
tire ribbon will be considered the active zone of the dyad
synapse.

Our use of multiple release sites reflects the ultrastruc-
tural data showing vesicles in close apposition to the presy-
naptic membrane along the length of the ribbon as well as
the clustering of calcium channels at ribbons (Lenzi et al.,
1999; Miller et al., 2001a,b; Nachman-Clewner et al., 1999;
Roberts et al., 1990; von Gersdorff et al., 1996). From a com-
putational standpoint, it needs to be noted that all of the be-
havior reported here for our model could be replicated using
different algorithms that would be applied to a single release
site.

The computational model of the ribbon allows for specifi-
cation of the size of the tethered vesicle pool and the number
of release sites per ribbon. For example, we made use of ul-
trastructural data for the goldfish giant bipolar terminal (von
Gersdorff et al., 1996), which differs from the salamander,
when modeling exocytosis in this species (Figs. 4, 7 and 8).
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Analysis of the ultrastructure of salamander bipolar
ibbon synapses was performed on serial electron m
raphs of nine ribbon synapses like the example show
ig. 2A. These data allowed determination of the size
ynaptic vesicles (mean diameter = 26.4 nm± 0.17 S.E.) an
he length and height of the ribbon (125–150 nm) (Miller et
l., 2001a,b). There are typically 16–25 tethered vesicles
ne side of the ribbon andFig. 2C shows the case of five row
f vesicles in five columns. Thus, there are 10 release
er ribbon with fusion occurring for vesicles on either s
f the ribbon.

Fig. 2B and C shows a model dyad synapse betwe
iger salamander bipolar cell process containing a presy

able 1
he variables used in the ribbon synapse model as diagramed in the

ariable name Variable definition

S Number of release sites per ribb
FP Number of docked vesicles at rib
VP Number of vesicles tethered abo
VPmax Maximum size of the RVP

1 Distance of Ca2+ sensor used by d

2 Distance of Ca2+ sensor used by n

d1 Time constant for removal of Ca2+ a

d2 Time constant for removal of Ca2+ a
Cd1 Rate constant of exocytosis for U
Cd2 Rate constant of exocytosis for R
ate Calculated rate of release for a s

RC Rate constant for replenishment
Rate Calculated rate of replenishmen
MPAgmax Maximum conductance for the A
MDAgmax Maximum conductance for the N
.3. Exocytotic mechanism – presynaptic calcium
oncentration

The first step in the simulation is the control of the bipo
ell membrane potential which drives the conductance
-type calcium channel whoseI–V properties are shown
ig. 3A. We only modeled L channels as they are solely
ponsible for the calcium influx that drives vesicular rele
n both salamander and goldfish bipolar cells (Heidelberge
nd Matthews, 1992; Maguire et al., 1989), but other calcium
hannel types could easily be implemented. The maxim

art ofig. 1

Variable units

Release sites
Number of ves

ase site Number of ve
Number of vesic

vesicles (UFP) nm
ked, tethered vesicles nm

s
s

pends on [Ca2+] at d1 (seeFig. 4) s−1

pends on [Ca2+] at d2 (seeFig. 4) s−1

elease site vesicles/s
ethered vesicle pool s−1

vesicles/s
ceptor mechanism nS
ceptor mechanism nS

http://senselab.med.yale.edu/senselab/modeldb
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Fig. 2. (A) An electron micrograph of a representative bipolar cell ribbon
synapse in the tiger salamander retina. Analysis of serial sections of nine
synapses were used to determine the mean vesicle diameter and length and
height of the ribbon. BAT – bipolar axon terminal; PP – postsynaptic pro-
cess; R – ribbon. (B) A rendered image of a simulated dyad ribbon synapse
generated by MCell and DReAMM (http://www.mcell.psc.edu/) with a view
similar to the EM data in panel (A). A single vesicle is shown fusing at the
base of the ribbon and releasing its contents into the synaptic cleft. (C) A
rotated view of the dyad to illustrate the fact that there is more than one re-
lease site per ribbon (active zone). The vesicles shown in yellow at the base
of the ribbon represent those vesicles docked to the presynaptic membrane
that constitute the ultrafast pool (UFP). The “column” of vesicles located
vertically above each site of vesicle fusion, or release site, is termed the
release site vesicle pool (RVP).

conductance density of the channel mechanism is determined
by the experimenter andFig. 3A shows an example with the
L channel parameters set to match the typical whole cell cur-
rent through L-type calcium channels measured in salaman-
der bipolar cells (Maguire et al., 1989; Thoreson, 2000). For

Fig. 3. (A) The normalized current–voltage relationship of salamander pre-
synaptic calcium channels. This L-type channel was modeled using the
formulation of Fohlmeister and Miller (1997)with the kinetics (α andβ

from their Table 1) modified to adjust the maximum activation voltage to
match physiological data in the amphibian. A voltage ramp from−80 to
+80 mV was applied to an isopotential single-compartment structure at a
rate of 0.08 mV/ms. The peak current is evoked at−10.8 mV and is half
maximal at−31.5 mV. The curve to the right of peak is shallow compared
to published examples and is the result of the non-Boltzmann formulation
of the model channel. It is of no consequence in the simulations here be-
cause applied voltage is never greater than peak. (B) The resultant calcium
concentration measured 25 nm from the presynaptic membrane to the same
voltage-ramp protocol as in (A). Model parameters: L channel conductance
density = 0.0012 S/cm2; d1 = 25 nm;τd1 = 0.8 s.

simulation of the goldfish giant bipolar terminal, we modified
the L channel kinetics to match theI–V curve described by
von Gersdorff and Matthews (1994).

The calcium concentration which drives exocytosis will be
determined by the interplay between the diffusion of calcium
entering through the ion channels, the spatial distribution of
the channels in the presynaptic membrane relative to the lo-
cations of the calcium sensor and the activity of endogenous
calcium buffers and/or pumps. Calcium influx is likely to
be complex and potentially specific to presynaptic cell types
(Roberts, 1994). Calcium buffering may likewise be variable
in different cell types based on differences in the nature of
both spatially fixed and freely diffusible buffers (Burrone et
al., 2002; Roberts, 1994).
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In the absence of any available freeze fracture electron
microscopic data for the localization of the calcium chan-
nels in bipolar cell terminals or data on calcium buffering
in salamander bipolar terminals, we have chosen to use a
computationally efficient and simplified estimation of cal-
cium concentration near the presynaptic membrane via the
following relationship:

d[Ca2+]d
dt

=
(

ICa

2 × F × d

)
− [Ca2+]d − [Ca2+]rest

τ
(1)

where [Ca2+]d is the calcium concentration at depth =d inside
the presynaptic membrane,ICa the current density through
the L channels,F the Faraday constant, [Ca2+]rest the resting
level of calcium in the terminal (100 nM for our simulations)
andτ the time constant of removal for calcium. The factor of
2 is the valence of the calcium ions.

Calcium influx is calculated from the product of the cal-
cium current across the membrane surface area (ICa) and the
surface to volume ratio of the structure in question. Our in-
terest is in the calcium concentration in volumes very close
to the membrane. For distances very near to the membrane
the surface to volume ratio is effectively the reciprocal of the
depth (d).

Removal of calcium from the cytosol is expressed by the
second term in Eq.(1) which occurs with time constantτ.
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Fig. 4. Rate constant for vesicular release as a function of [Ca2+] re-
drawn fromHeidelberger et al. (1994). The best-fit Hill equation, RC=
Vmax × [Ca2+]

n
/kn + [Ca2+]

n
to these data had the following parameters:

Vmax= 1842.47,k= 86.73,n= 3.24 and is plotted as the solid gray line. Also
shown (filled circles) are the rate constants derived from single exponential
fits to the simulation data ofFig. 7.

photolysis of caged calcium to exocytosis as measured by
capacitance (open squares inFig. 4). These data were then
fit by a Hill equation (solid line,Fig. 4). The best-fitting Hill
function was used in the program solely for its computational
efficiency and does not reflect any assumptions regarding the
underlying mechanism. At each time step of the program, the
calcium concentration in the microdomain is obtained and the
Hill equation is used to derive the instantaneous rate constant
(RC) for vesicular release.

The model next determines exocytotic events at each re-
lease site in a simulation. The algorithm keeps track of the
number of vesicles that are aligned in a column above each
release site which we have termed the release site vesicle pool
(RVP, seeFig. 2C). When the ribbon is fully occupied with
vesicles and there is no evoked release of vesicles (i.e., hold-
ing the bipolar cell at−65 mV), there will be one vesicle per
release site that is “docked” at the presynaptic membrane.
We adopt the terminology for the sum of the docked vesi-
cles at a ribbon synapse as the ultrafast pool (UFP,Fig. 2C)
(Heidelberger, 2001; Mennerick and Matthews, 1996; von
Gersdorff et al., 1996). For example, for the tiger salamander
bipolar terminal schematized inFig. 1C, there are five rows of
vesicles yielding an RVP of 5 and 5 release sites on each side
of the ribbon, resulting in a UFP of 10 vesicles. So, when the
ribbon is fully populated with vesicles, the RVP will include
one vesicle that is also considered a member of the UFP. The
t
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ur method of calcium removal does not act as an extru
ump and does not directly generate any current in the p
aptic terminal. We chose this oversimplification of calc
omeostasis because of the lack of data on the bufferi

he bipolar cells of the tiger salamander and also for c
utational efficiency. The model could be modified in

uture to produce extrusion behavior as shown byZenisek
nd Matthews (2000)and the buffering behavior as sho

or the goldfish giant bipolar terminal in the experiment
urrone et al. (2002).
The value ofd can be set to correspond to the dista

etween the calcium channels and the location of the
ium sensor of the vesicular release machinery where
an be approximated.Fig. 3B shows the calcium concentr
ion 25 nm from the membrane in response to the vol
amp applied to the bipolar cell whose L-type calcium ch
el produced theI–V plot in the upper panel.

.4. Exocytotic mechanism – control of release rate by
alcium microdomain concentration

The relationship between calcium in the bipolar term
ompartment and the release of vesicles is a critical fa
n determining the behavior of the model synapse. As
elationship is different at different synapses (Heidelberger
001; Thoreson et al., 2004) the model allows the expe
enter to specify the relationship in the form of a func
hich will be applied to each ribbon. For our simulations

he bipolar cell to ganglion cell excitatory synapse, we
ied on the data ofHeidelberger et al. (1994)relating flash
otal tethered vesicles on a ribbon is RVP× UFP.
We have chosen to model the ribbon synapse with

ssumption that the locations of the docked vesicles r
ent sites for vesicle fusion. We favor this approach fo
euristic appeal and because using multiple release s
onsistent with ultrastructural freeze fracture data (Roberts
994; Roberts et al., 1990). While we assume that each

ease site is independent of release at other sites at the r
he model can be easily modified to test hypotheses su
orrelated simultaneous vesicular release (Singer et al., 2004)
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or the possibility of different pools of vesicles having calcium
sensors that differ in their sensitivity to calcium as described
next.

The program can specify a different rate of release for dif-
ferent pools of vesicles as suggested by physiological studies
(Gomis et al., 1999; Mennerick and Matthews, 1996; Neves
and Lagnado, 1999; von Gersdorff et al., 1996). It has been
proposed that docked vesicles (UFP) are exposed to a higher
level of calcium than the other tethered vesicles as they are
located closer to the presynaptic calcium channels and there-
fore have a higher rate of exocytosis. To achieve this behavior,
at each time step of a simulation, the program calculates the
calcium concentration at two distances from the membrane
(d1 andd2); one is applied to the UFP and the other for the re-
mainder of the RVP (see Eqs.(4) and(5)). The program can
also allow for different calcium buffering at these two dis-
tances by setting the time constants of removal (τd1 andτd2).

Consistent with concept of vesicular release being driven
by calcium sensors at different distances or having different
calcium affinities, exocytosis measured via capacitance
in the goldfish giant bipolar terminal evoked by depolar-
izing steps of different durations has been described by
dual-exponential functions (Burrone and Lagnado, 2000;
Mennerick and Matthews, 1996). This finding can be
expressed as
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whereRCd1(t) andRCd2(t) are the rate constants as deter-
mined by [Ca2+](t) at distancesd1 andd2, respectively.

1.5. Exocytotic mechanism – stochastic determination of
release events

The instantaneous release rate (Rate) from Eq.(4) or (5),
expressed as the release in vesicles per second per release site,
is applied independently and stochastically to each release
site by using the conditional expression:

Random(0–1)≤ Rate/(1000/ dT ) (6)

At each time step, in Eq.(6) for dT in ms, the expression is
evaluated and, if true, a vesicle is released and the size of
either the UFP or RVP is decremented. Rate is normally con-
trolled by the [Ca2+] to RC function as shown inFig. 4, but
it can also be set to a constant or other time-varying function
for testing purposes. The model also includes a refractory pe-
riod for the release sites. The current implementation lets the
user set the duration of an absolute refractory period which is
applied to all release sites. For simulations run in this study,
this refractory period was set to zero.

1.6. Exocytotic mechanism – replenishment of tethered
vesicles
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Cm(t) = C1max(1 − e−RC1t) + C2max(1 − e−RC2t) (2)

hereC1max is the capacitance of the docked vesicle
ime t andC2maxthe capacitance of the tethered, non-doc
esicles remaining in the terminal. Making the simplify
ssumption that all ribbons have the same size, Eq.(2) can
e applied to a single ribbon or even a single release
y scaling the size of the asymptotic capacitance to
maller structures. In our model since capacitance cha
re discrete, based on the assumption of a fixed si
ach vesicle, we make calculations based on the numb
esicles rather than capacitance.

Differentiating Eq.(2) provides the rate of release at a
ime, t, which depends on the rate constant derived from
ill equation fromFig. 4 and the proportion of vesicles r
aining in the two pools:

Release rate (vesicles/s/terminal)= dCm

dt

= RC1(t) × UFP(t) + RC2(t) × RVP(t) (3)

o model this behavior, the program calculates the Rat
ach release site in the simulation using the following co

ional equations:

f RVP(t) = RVPmax then Rate(vesicles/s/release site)

= RCd1(t) × UFP(t) (4)

f RVP(t) < RVPmax then Rate(vesicles/s/release site)

= RCd2(t) × RVP(t) (5)
Vesicles are added to the RVP for each release site
he following algorithm:

Rate (vesicles/s)= (RVPmax − RVP(t))

× replenishment rate constant (rRC)

(7)

he conditional expression of Eq.(6) is applied to make th
eplenishment of vesicles stochastic by substituting rRa
ate. This function yields an exponential replenishment

unction of time (seeFig. 8C).

.7. Exocytosis – diffusion of neurotransmitter

The concentration of neurotransmitter in and near
ynaptic cleft resulting from a released vesicle was obta
y three-dimensional Monte Carlo diffusion modeling us
Cell (Stiles and Bartol, 2001). We chose this approach b

ause the ribbon synapse between salamander bipola
anglion cells occurs in what is termed a “dyad” arran
ent in which one bipolar cell presynaptic ribbon is appo

o two postsynaptic dendritic processes. MCell tracks the
usion of transmitter with a specification of the geometr
he dyad and the location of the release site along the ri
seeFig. 2B and C).

Many other parameters which will influence the neu
ransmitter reaching the postsynaptic receptors are also
bles in MCell including: quantal content, diffusion rate,

ortuosity and volume fraction of the tissue and the pres
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and kinetics of pre- and postsynaptic receptors and trans-
porters. Since the purpose of this paper is to describe the
model, we report simulation behavior for a single set of MCell
parameters. A more detailed description of the effects of
parameter variation on the neurotransmitter spatiotemporal
concentration profile is in preparation (Gottesman, personal
communication).

The MCell parameters we used embedded a dyad ribbon
synapse in a 18-�m3 volume of schematized inner plexi-
form layer (IPL) composed of 125 separate “cellular pro-
cesses”. Two thousand molecules of glutamate (diffusion
rate = 1.0× 10−6 cm2/s) were released from the presynaptic
terminal into this IPL which had a synaptic cleft and extra-
cellular space 20 nm wide, a tortuosity of 1.4 and a volume
fraction of 0.13. Measurement of the glutamate concentra-
tion included the fact that surfaces in the IPL had ligand-
gated channels and/or glutamate transporters that could bind
the diffusing ligand. The data were generated with 1�s time
steps using MCell andFig. 2B and C is images of the sim-
ulation geometry at the dyad (Gottesman and Miller, 2003a,
2004). To allow consideration of the spillover hypothesis of
NMDA activation at the ribbon synapse (Matsui et al., 1998;
Miller et al., 2001a,b), we measured the average glutamate
concentration at the site of release and also at a distance of
250 nm from that site as shown by the solid gray lines in
Fig. 5.
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14% in the peak neurotransmitter stimulus seen by a spa-
tially fixed population of postsynaptic receptors (Miller et
al., 2001a,b). These transmitter concentration differences will
give rise to simulated quantal excitatory postsynaptic conduc-
tance (EPSC) variations that depend upon the kinetic model
of postsynaptic receptors as well as their number and density
on the postsynaptic membrane. With our use of 128 recep-
tors using the 6-state AMPA receptor model (see below),
the differences, as a function of release site, in simulated
EPSC amplitude are less than 1 pA for the most extreme
case. Because of these small differences, we chose to sim-
plify the model by presenting a single transmitter stimulus
for all release sites. Modeling other ribbon synapses that re-
quire different assumptions about the release site geometry
or postsynaptic receptor numbers and kinetics may require
specification of the transmitter stimulus arising from each
location. Our model can easily be extended to incorporate
these differences in transmitter concentration that depend on
where, along the ribbon, a vesicle is released.

In order to have multiple ribbon synapses onto a single
ganglion cell, NEURON requires the glutamate concentration
changes following a release event (simulated quantal release)
be expressed as an analytic function. We do this by approxi-
mating the diffusion data with a log normal function that was
used solely for computational convenience. The dotted lines
in Fig. 5 display the glutamate time course for vesicular re-
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We have previously reported that if multiple release s
xist along the ribbon, a shift in the spatial location of e
ytosis of 50 nm gives rise to differences of approxima

ig. 5. Simultaneous glutamate profiles (solid gray lines) derived
Cell runs assuming receptors directly underneath the release site a
laced 250 nm from the release site. The data plotted are the mea
entration values averaged from 200 simulation runs. The diffusion
as 1.0× 10−6 cm2/s. Quantal content was 2000 molecules released fr
esicle 25 nm in diameter (vesicular concentration = 405 mM). Releas
hrough a fusion pore 10 nm long that opened at a rate of 25 nm/s (Stiles
t al., 1996). These glutamate profiles as a function of time (t) were approx

mated by a log normal function for implementation in the model (do
ines): Glu= (A/

√
2π (wt)) × e−[ln(t/tp)]2/2w2

. The proximal (AMPA) site
as characterized as a log normal function with an amplitudeA= 0.124,

ime to peak (tp) = 0.135 ms and widthw = 0.672 ms. The distal (NMDA
ite was characterized as a log normal function withA= 0.035,tp = 0.297 ms

ndw = 0.634 ms. s icron.
ease in our ribbon synapse model, implemented as the
tting log normal functions matched to the diffusion mod
ng results. Each release event at a ribbon gives rise to
lutamate transients and the glutamate is summed acros

or events at each ribbon.
A second reason for using the log normal function i

hat the user can alter the characteristics of the neurot
itter stimulus without having to run MCell simulations. F

xample, to simulate a faster diffusion rate, the log no
unction amplitude and width would be reduced and the
o peak shortened. While this function provided exce
pproximation to the MCell data (r2 ≥ 0.99 for 24 differen
arameter conditions, Gottesman, personal communica

t should be noted that the user can replace the log no
unction with any relationship deemed appropriate to c
cterize the spatiotemporal concentration of transmitte

heir synapse.

.8. Postsynaptic response – ligand-gated receptors

The glutamate stimuli inFig. 5 drive the behavior of ki
etic models of AMPA (glutamate at the release site) an
MDA receptors (glutamate at 250 nm from the rele
ite). The choice of the number of model states, trans
ates and maximum conductance is under the experime
ontrol.

AMPA receptor kinetics were modeled using the 6-s
cheme ofPartin et al. (1996). To estimate the AMPA max
mum conductance (AMPAgmax) at each active zone we a
umed a channel density of 5000 channels per square m
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EM analysis of serial sections of the salamander postsynaptic
density yielded a surface area of approximately 0.0256�m2,
which would yield 128 AMPA channels. This would result in
an AMPAgmaxof 1.28 or 2.56 nS, assuming a single-channel
conductance of either 10 or 20 pS, respectively.

The 5-state NMDA kinetic scheme ofHessler et al. (1993)
was utilized and presumed the presence of 0.5 mM Mg2+ and
a tonic level of 1�M glutamate in the extracellular space.
NMDA maximum conductance (NMDAgmax) ranged from
55 to 170 pS, depending on the number of synapses present
in the simulation. NMDAgmax was set 10 pS below the den-
sity that, when NMDA was the only receptor present, just
gave a spiking response to the bipolar stimulus. We modeled
the glycine-binding site of the NMDA receptor as being sat-
urated, but seeStevens et al. (2003)for consideration of this
assumption.

1.9. Postsynaptic response – ganglion cell anatomy,
passive and active membrane properties

The conductance changes resulting from activation of
these glutamate channels will depolarize an experimenter-
defined computational model of a postsynaptic cell which
can be as simple as a single electrotonic compartment,
an equivalent cylinder or a computational structure de-
rived from traced cell morphology. For our simulations,
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Fig. 6. The Eutectic traced reconstruction of the HRP-stained sustained ON
ganglion cell used in the simulations. The 23 dots show the placement of
ribbon synapses. From 2 to 6 ribbons were placed in the compartment shown
by each location (seeFig. 10).

ing the release of caged calcium.Fig. 7shows the results of
four such simulation runs at four different levels of calcium.
The bipolar terminal was modeled as a goldfish giant bipolar
terminal in which there were 50 ribbons, each ribbon had 20
release sites and each release site had an RVPmaxof five vesi-
cles. The simulation data (open circles) are fit with a single
exponential function (r2 > 0.999 for all panels) and the rate
constants obtained from these fits are in excellent agreement
with the data ofHeidelberger et al. (1994). The values of RC
for these four simulations are also plotted as filled circles in
Fig. 4. The correspondence between model and the data of
Fig. 4is not surprising since the algorithm that underlies the
simulation release process is derived from the Hill function
fit to the original raw data ofHeidelberger et al. (1994).

2.2. Modeling release as a function of pulse duration

Several investigators have reported on the exocytosis at
the goldfish giant bipolar terminal using voltage clamp steps
of different duration to depolarize the membrane, activating
calcium channels (Burrone and Lagnado, 2000; Gomis et al.,
1999; Mennerick and Matthews, 1996; Neves and Lagnado,
1999; von Gersdorff and Matthews, 1994). Fig. 8A shows
the results of simulations using the identical parameters as
for the flash photolysis modeling. In this case, exocytosis is
measured in response to calcium changes evoked by stepping
t n
w lease
e uares
he anatomy of a sustained ON ganglion cell stained
ntracellular dye injection was measured and reconstru
sing the Eutectic tracing system. The Eutectic data
onverted to an electrotonic model via the Asc2nrn prog
http://www.cns.unibe.ch/asc2nrn/). This structure wa
mported into NEURON and stimulated at multiple locati
n the dendritic tree (Fig. 6). An axon was included i

he geometry with parameters identical to those publi
y Fohlmeister and Miller (1997). Compartment size wa
0�m throughout. Passive properties were defined
ll simulations using a reversal potential of−65 mV, a
embrane conductance of 1/70,000 S/cm2 and an axia

esistance of 110� cm. Active channel densities follow
hose of Fohlmeister and Miller (1997)for their ‘EC2.5
EAL’ model. The postsynaptic cell resting potentia

he soma was−65.8 mV with all channels present a
66.6 mV with the Na+ channel removed (for simulation
xperiments in tetrodotoxin, TTX).

. Results

.1. Modeling flash photolysis of caged calcium

We ran simulations of flash photolysis experiment
hich ATP is omitted from the intracellular solution th
reventing any replenishment of vesicles to the rib
Heidelberger et al., 1994, 2002; Thoreson et al., 2004). Un-
er these conditions, the model bipolar cell compartmen
e stimulated with an instantaneous step of calcium, mim
he membrane potential from−65 to 0 mV. Pulse duratio
as varied from 0.5 to 500 ms and the mean number of re
vents for 10 simulation runs are plotted as the open sq

http://www.mcell.psc.edu/
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Fig. 7. Simulation of experiments with flash photolysis of caged calcium to instantly and uniformly fill the presynaptic terminal with different Ca2+ concentra-
tions. At time zero, the calcium concentration is stepped to one of four values (20, 50, 100 and 200�M) in a single compartment containing 50 ribbons each
having 20 release sites and an RVP of 5. This yields 5000 tethered vesicles and a UFP for the terminal of 1000 vesicles. The replenishment rate of vesicles
onto the ribbon (rRC) was set to zero to mimic the absence of ATP in the intracellular electrode solution. The open circles plot the mean number of release
events (right ordinate) for 10 model runs. For all panels in this and subsequent figures, the standard deviations of the means are smaller than the symbol size
used. For comparison with the results ofHeidelberger et al. (1994), we scaled these release events assuming a single vesicle capacitance of 26.8 aF and those
values are plotted on the left ordinate. The solid line in each graph is a single exponential function which best fits the simulation data. The values of the calcium
concentration and corresponding rate constants are shown for each graph. Model parameters were: L channel conductance density = 0.0012 S/cm2; the depth
of the calcium shell is not relevant as flash photolysis generates uniform calcium throughout the cell. Calcium removal was set to zero since calcium levels
resulting from photolysis do not fall for 2 s post flash (Heidelberger et al., 1994).

in Fig. 8A. The solid line is the best-fit (r2 = 0.994) dual-
exponential function to these data.

The fast component at short durations is fit by an expo-
nential with a time constant of 1.54 ms and an asymptotic
capacitance of 1024 vesicles. This is consistent with release
from the UFP, which has a size of 1000 in these simulations
and whose release rates were driven by the calcium concen-
tration 25 nm from the membrane. This value agrees well
with experimental capacitance measurements reporting a fast
time constant in the range 1.3–2.6 ms (Burrone and Lagnado,
2000; Gomis et al., 1999; Mennerick and Matthews, 1996;
Neves and Lagnado, 1999).

The slower second phase of release is fit by an exponen-
tial function with a time constant of 376 ms and a maximal
release of 4538 vesicles. This corresponds approximately to
the remaining tethered vesicles on the ribbon (n= 4000, with-
out consideration of replenishment) whose release rates were
driven by the calcium concentration 50 nm from the mem-
brane. The time constant of release agrees well with the data
of Mennerick and Matthews (1996,τ = 349 ms). It is faster
than the values reported by Lagnado and colleagues (Burrone

and Lagnado, 2000; Neves and Lagnado, 1999) of from 500
to 970 ms and we did not attempt to modify the model pa-
rameters to obtain behavior in that range.

The maximal rates of release evoked by voltage steps ob-
served experimentally are limited by the activation kinetics
of the calcium channels (Mennerick and Matthews, 1996).
This can be demonstrated by using a voltage protocol that
steps to a voltage that activates the calcium channels without
any calcium influx and then subsequently stepping to a new
voltage that is accompanied by influx. We modeled this by
a voltage protocol that stepped to +120 mV (the reversal po-
tential for calcium in the model) for 500 ms and then stepped
to 0 mV for durations ranging from 0.1 to 2.5 ms and then
finally stepping to−65 mV closing the channels. As a con-
trol we verified that stepping from +120 to−65 mV did not
evoke any vesicle release from the model.

Fig. 8B plots the mean number of release events as a func-
tion of the time spent at 0 mV (open squares). The data are
well fit (r2 = 0.97) by a single exponential function with a
time constant of 0.6 ms. This increase in the rate of release,
compared to the value of 1.54 ms obtained without using the
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prepulse to open the L-type channels, is in excellent agree-
ment with the experimental data, which showed aτ = 0.5 ms
(Mennerick and Matthews, 1996).

2.3. Modeling paired pulse depression in bipolar
terminals

Numerous laboratories have observed paired pulse depres-
sion in capacitance measurements of exocytosis at ribbon
synapses (Burrone and Lagnado, 2000; Eisen et al., 2004;

Gomis et al., 1999; Mennerick and Matthews, 1996; Moser
and Beutner, 2000; von Gersdorff and Matthews, 1997). Sim-
ulations were run using the protocols ofMennerick and
Matthews (1996)and von Gersdorff and Matthews (1997)
in which two depolarizing steps from−65 to 0 mV were sep-
arated by a varying interstimulus interval.Fig. 8C shows that
the model replicates the single exponential time course of re-
covery of the capacitance responses in these different paired
pulse experiments by changing the time course of the replen-
ishment of vesicles on the ribbon as set by the value of rRC.

2.4. Modeling bipolar cell excitatory inputs to ganglion
cells

We examined the effect of variations in the strength of
synaptic inputs to the salamander ganglion cell and an exam-
ple of the process is shown inFig. 9 for conditions in which
there were five ribbon synapses located at each site indicated
in Fig. 6. Each synapse had 10 release sites and the postsy-
naptic AMPAgmaxwas 2.56 nS. Panel A shows a typical light-
evoked response elicited by a small, centered white light stim-
ulus on a dim background obtained via whole-cell recording
in an intact eyecup from the soma of a depolarizing (Bd)
bipolar cell. This record was used as the dynamic command
voltage for a voltage-clamp in a compartment, representing
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Fig. 9. (A) A whole-cell voltage recording from the soma of a salamander
ON bipolar cell stimulated with a centered spot +1 log unit above a 20 cd/m2

background. The stimulus timing is indicated by the dark bar above the
figure. Model parameters for the bipolar terminal were: L channel conduc-
tance density = 0.0012 S/cm2; d1 = 25 nm;τd1 = 0.8 s;d2 = 50 nm;τd2 = 0.3 s;
rRC = 0.25 s−1. (B) The resultant calcium concentration sensed at 25 (black)
and 50 (gray) nM from the ‘membrane’ of the presynaptic cell. [Ca2+] at
25 nm peaks at 13.2�M and rests prior to stimulus at about 0.43�M. (C)
The average rate of exocytosis at a release site. The response peaks at a ra
of 8.5 and rests at 0.0006 vesicles/s/release site. The release rate of a ribbon
is the summed release from the number of sites defined for the ribbon. (D)
Glutamate release for an entire ribbon synapse. Shown are only the AMPA
profiles (seeFig. 5). Due to the stochastic nature of release in the model, this
is only an example from a 10-release-site synapse driven by the rate function
in panel (C). (E) The EPSC when the soma is voltage-clamped at−65 mV
(Na+ channels turned off to simulate the presence of TTX) resulting from the
stimulation of AMPA and NMDA channels. (F) The light-evoked spiking in
the soma of the postsynaptic ganglion cell.

on the dim background is 0.43�M. The calcium concentra-
tion at each time step is converted to a rate of vesicle fusion
at each release site using Eq.(4) or (5) and the result for this
simulation is illustrated in panel C. The glutamate concen-
tration resulting from stochastic release from the presynaptic
terminal is shown in panel D. The glutamate from individual
exocytotic events rises and falls in less than a millisecond re-
sulting in the ‘spike’ appearance at the time scale used for the
figure. Panel E shows the EPSC at the soma (voltage-clamped
at−65 mV) resulting from the release events of panel D and
somatic current clamp spiking is shown in panel F. The model
produces sustained spiking during Bd cell depolarization.

The model displays a transient rate of release (Fig. 9, panel
C) of vesicles even in the presence of a maintained membrane
depolarization and maintained elevation in calcium concen-
tration (Fig. 9, panels A and B). This reduction in release
rate is solely the result of the depletion in the size of both
the UFP and RVP and not any change in calcium channel

behavior as the model does not contain any mechanisms to
alter the non-inactivating character of the L-type channels.

Simulation runs were carried out with for two values of
AMPAgmax (1.28 or 2.56 nS), the presence or absence of
NMDA receptors and a variable number of ribbons contact-
ing the ganglion cell (46–138). The voltage stimulus was kept
constant, resulting in the same calcium influx and release rate
for the synapses (i.e. traces A–C inFig. 9are constant for all
simulations). All things being equal, an increase in any one
of the varied parameters was expected to increase the firing
rate of the ganglion cell.

When only AMPA receptors are present there is no spik-
ing or weak spiking evoked by stimulation from 46 to 138
synapses (Fig. 10, panels a–j). When only NMDA receptors
are present there is no evoked spiking regardless of the num-
ber of synapses in the simulation (data not shown). However,
the presence of NMDA receptors does facilitate the mod-
eled light-evoked response as shown in the right column of
Fig. 10. When AMPA receptors were combined with NMDA
receptors an increase in firing compared to AMPA alone was
seen under all conditions.

2.5. Desensitization of AMPA receptors reduces model
ganglion cell responses

We ran simulations to explore the effect of reducing de-
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ensitization of AMPA receptors. We modified the kin
odel of the AMPA receptor to include 12 states hav

ransition rates that depended on the concentration o
lothiazide (Partin et al., 1996). We show one example
he effect of reducing AMPA desensitization inFig. 11. The
lack trace is the simulated excitatory post synaptic pote
sEPSP) evoked by 115 ribbon synapses placed on the
lion cell and these synapses were driven by the ON bip

ight-evoked voltage shown inFig. 9A. The gray trace is th
EPSP to the same stimulus, but in the presence of 3�M
yclothiazide. The reduction of the desensitization resu
response that is more than double the size of the “con

esponse suggesting there is substantial AMPA desens
ion produced by the ribbon synapse input from the susta
N bipolar cell.
The inset inFig. 11shows the simulated miniature EP

smEPSP) evoked by quantal release. The normal res
hown by the black trace is smaller and faster than tha
ained in the presence of 30�M cyclothiazide similar to th
esult in salamander ganglion cells using 2 mM anirace
Taylor et al., 1995).

. Discussion

The ribbon synapse model presented in this paper i
igned to be used in simulating the synaptic input to cells p
ynaptic to neurons possessing these specialized struc
sing a single set of parameter values, the presynaptic po
f the model succeeds in replicating experimental findin
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Fig. 10. Spike trains in the soma of the model ganglion cell varying two parameters. (1) The maximum conductance of the AMPA receptors (1.28 or 2.56 nS);
(2) the total number of ribbon synapses placed on the model ganglion cell dendritic tree (46–138). The left column shows spiking responses for excitation from
AMPA alone and the right column excitation from AMPA plus NMDA receptors. The NMDAgmax was decreased as the total number of synapses increased
so no spiking was evoked if NMDA receptors were stimulated alone. For 46 synapses, gmax = 170 pS; for 69, gmax = 110 pS; for 92, gmax = 85 pS; for 115,
gmax = 75 pS and for 138, gmax = 55 pS.

the goldfish giant bipolar terminal for exocytosis produced
by either release of caged calcium (Heidelberger et al., 1994)
or depolarization (Burrone and Lagnado, 2000; Mennerick
and Matthews, 1996; von Gersdorff and Matthews, 1997) via
the implementation of two pools of vesicles. This is consis-

Fig. 11. Simulated EPSPs elicited by 115 ribbon synapses having 10 re-
lease sites as inFig. 9E. Nagmax

+ was set to 0. AMPAgmax= 1.28 nS and
NMDAgmax= 170 pS. The black trace is the control simulated EPSP driven
by the light-evoked ON bipolar voltage response shown inFig. 9A activating
AMPA + NMDA receptors. The gray trace uses the identical stimulus but the
kinetic model of AMPA receptors was modified by the presence of 30�M
c -
S EPSP
i

tent with the idea that these pools would correspond to those
vesicles docked at the presynaptic membrane (UFP) and the
remaining vesicles tethered to the ribbon (the release ready
pool,Heidelberger, 2001).

We applied the same model parameters used to replicate
the goldfish bipolar terminal data to our model of the tiger
salamander bipolar cell. The only change required was to
reduce the number of release sites at each ribbon to a value
of 10 versus 20 used for the goldfish. Using realistic profiles
for glutamate diffusion from three-dimensional Monte
Carlo modeling, we simulated the postsynaptic response
of ganglion cells by placing a relatively small number of
ribbon synapses on the dendritic tree of a morphologically
realistic salamander ganglion cell possessing a five voltage-
gated channel active membrane. The glutamate released
by the presynaptic mechanism drove the conductance of
kinetic models of AMPA and NMDA receptors on the
ganglion cell.

The example presented here of the depolarizing bipolar
cell to sustained ON ganglion cell synapse in the salamander
retina successfully shows firing of action potentials in re-
sponse to light-evoked depolarization of the bipolar cell. The
model parameters producing this response were constrained
by anatomical measurements of the dimensions of the ribbon
and vesicles found in the bipolar terminal, reportedI–Vchar-
acteristics of L-type calcium channels associated with vesic-
u nd at
t

yclothiazide using the scheme ofPartin et al. (1996). Inset: simulated mEP
Ps. The black trace is the control mEPSP and the gray trace is the m

n the presence of cyclothiazide. Scale bars are 5 ms and 0.009 mV.
lar release and the size of the postsynaptic density fou
he dyad synapse.
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3.1. Ribbon release sites do not have especially high
rates of release

While ribbon synapses have been touted for their high
rates of release (Heidelberger et al., 1994; Matthews, 1999;
von Gersdorff and Matthews, 1994, 1997), these simulations
make clear that the power of the bipolar cell to ganglion cell
synapse derives mostly from the number of release sites con-
tained in the bipolar cell axon terminal. For the goldfish giant
bipolar terminal, the ability to release thousands of vesicles
per second is a consequence of having up to 100 ribbons per
terminal and the presence of 12–24 release sites per ribbon. In
the salamander bipolar cell, the terminal size is much smaller
and inputs to the ganglion cell from multiple bipolar cells
would be needed to achieve the number of synapses modeled
in Fig. 10.

The issue is embodied in the model’s calcium concentra-
tion to release rate function expressed by Eqs.(4) and(5).
When one scales the release rate for an entire terminal to
the number of release sites in the terminal, the instantaneous
maximum release rate at any single release site in response
to a step depolarization to the maximum L channel activa-
tion voltage is approximately 60 Hz. This reflects the fastest
release rates when the UFP is full. However, release rates in
the presence of maintained depolarization are substantially
slower as this pool is depleted.Fig. 9C provides an example
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literature (Higgs and Lukasiewicz, 1999; Lukasiewicz et al.,
1995; Matsui et al., 1998; Singer and Diamond, 2003). Our
model possesses two mechanisms for producing the transient
nature of ganglion cell responses to sustained bipolar cell de-
polarization: the reduction in presynaptic release described
above and the postsynaptic desensitization of AMPA recep-
tors as shown inFig. 11. There are several other mechanisms
that can contribute to the production of transient responses
in ganglion cells which are not yet part of our model. These
include a depolarizing shift in the activation voltage of cal-
cium channels induced by GABAergic inputs (Heidelberger
and Matthews, 1991), inhibition of bipolar cell release via
hyperpolarization evoked by opening of chloride channels
gated by GABA (Hartveit, 1999; Lukasiewicz and Werblin,
1994; Matsui et al., 2001), inhibition of calcium channels
by acidification of the synaptic cleft resulting from exocy-
tosis (Palmer et al., 2003) and inhibition of release resulting
from activation of presynaptic metabotropic receptors (Higgs
et al., 2002).

3.3. Ganglion cell excitation does not require many
ribbon synapses

The spatial extent of the excitatory receptive field in the
salamander ganglion cell has been estimated to be approxi-
mately 100�m in diameter (Lukasiewicz and Werblin, 1990),
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f this: the relatively maintained light-evoked depolariza
f the ON bipolar cell evokes a transient rate of release

he presynaptic terminal.
The model’s maximum rate at individual ribbon rele

ites is similar to the maximal release rate of 50 Hz obse
t non-ribbon CNS synapses (Stevens and Wang, 1995). This
uggests that the high rate of release exhibited by the
ipolar terminal is not based on specialized exocytotic
hinery for the ribbon synapse. Instead, it is likely to be
esult of having multiple release sites per active zone
arger pools of readily releasable and available vesicles

.2. Ribbon synapse vesicular release has transient an
ustained components

The data shown inFig. 9 (panels C–F) demonstrate th
he release of vesicles at the ribbon synapse as modeled
aper displays an initial transient high rate of release follo
y a slower, more sustained rate of exocytosis. This beh
ccurs while the membrane depolarization (Fig. 9, panel A)
nd calcium influx (Fig. 9, panel B) are fundamentally su

ained. The reason for the transient nature of release
epletion of the vesicle pools and subsequent reducti
elease rate as expressed in Eqs.(4) and(5). The maintaine
lower rates of release in this model represent the eq
ium established between exocytosis and replenishme
esicles back onto the ribbon.

Our demonstration of transient and sustained eleme
anglion cell responses to bipolar cell input at the rib
ynapse are qualitatively similar to numerous reports in
ut there are no definitive quantitative studies of the re
natomy of the salamander that address the number
itatory bipolar to ganglion cell synapses. In the cat re
he number of excitatory synapses can range from 15
000 depending on the ganglion cell type and the am
f dendritic area (Freed, 2000). Miller et al. (2001), using
ctivity-dependent dyes, reported a range of 18–76 con
er 1000�m2 onto salamander ganglion cells. The susta
N ganglion cell modeled (Fig. 6) had a dendritic surfac
rea of 5622�m2 which would lead to an estimate of 101–4
ynapses. What proportion of these is excitatory is unkn
lso, if the excitatory inputs are not found over the entire d
ritic tree, this would further reduce the number of inputs
sed a range of 46–138 excitatory synapses, the major
hich are within 100�m from the soma, in an attempt
racket excitatory synaptic density in the salamander. W
xcitation of both AMPA and NMDA receptors are includ

n the model, sustained firing of action potentials is evo
y as few as 46 ribbon inputs to the ganglion cell.

The importance of NMDA input in producing robust sp
ng in the ganglion cell results from two NMDA-depend
omponents. First, there is a tonic depolarization (app
mately 2.7 mV) resulting from the presence of tonic g
amate (1�M) in the extracellular space. The presence
onic glutamate is consistent with the observation that NM
hannel noise is present in salamander ganglion cells i
resence of physiological levels of magnesium (Gottesman
nd Miller, 2003b). Second, even though the light-evok
lutamate-stimulating NMDA receptors is at a much lo

evel than that stimulating the AMPA receptors (seeFig. 5),
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the higher affinity for glutamate and the large single-channel
conductance of NMDA receptors both result in a light-evoked
NMDA depolarization that combines with the AMPA re-
sponse to result in a larger EPSP and concomitant greater
excitation than when AMPA receptors alone are in the
model.

3.4. AMPA desensitization is evoked by exocytosis from
ribbons

It was unclear a priori if having multiple ribbons providing
excitatory input to the ganglion cell would mean that no single
active zone would show strong overlap of release events in
time. If this were true it might be that the concentration and
duration of glutamate at any single ribbon synapse resulting
from the light-evoked depolarization of the ON bipolar might
produce only modest desensitization of the AMPA receptors
on the ganglion cells. However, substantial desensitization
has been shown in voltage-clamp data for tiger salamander
ganglion cell AMPA receptors (Lukasiewicz et al., 1995).
Consistent with that finding, the model also displays strong
AMPA desensitization as shown by the 120% increase in
simulated mEPSP amplitude under conditions that strongly
reduced desensitization (Fig. 11).

The present study has generated a model of the ribbon
synapse of bipolar cells based on physiological data that has
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NEURON and MCell, respectively. MCell simulations were
carried out using computing resources at the University of
Minnesota Supercomputing Institute.
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